When the War Is Over: A Novel

Based on real events, this gripping tale of
military injustice ranks alongside The Red
Badge of Courage as one of the most
original and timeless Civil War novels ever
published On a fine September morning in
1864, Lt. Marius Catto leads a platoon of
Union army soldiers across a Kentucky
meadow. A figure rises in the distance and
takes aim. Catto dives to the ground, but its
too latethe lead ball lodged in his shoulder
will be his final souvenir of the war. The
shooter, a barefoot teenager named Thomas
Martin, claims to be a Confederate soldier,
but he wears no uniform and his rifle is
older than most of Cattos men. Taken
prisoner and brought back to the garrison
in Cincinnati, Martin is court-martialed as
a guerrilla, found guilty, and sentenced to
death by firing squad. From the bare facts
of a long-forgotten incident in the final
days of the Civil War, author Stephen
Becker has crafted an indelible portrait of
the military mindset that is as true today as
it was one hundred fifty years ago. The
story of Thomas Martina sixteen-year-old
orphan whose only advocate was the man
he shotis a riveting tale of courage, loyalty,
and the crushing inhumanity of life during
wartime.

Start reading When the War Is Over: A Novel on your Kindle in under a minute. The author goes into great detail at the
end of the book to clarify who is a trueWhen The War Is Over has 37 ratings and 4 reviews. In occupied Holland during
Published January 1st 2002 by Orca Book Publishers. More Details OriginalBuy When the War Is Over: Far from home,
far from family, safe from the war - a true story of two Second World War evacuees by Barbara Fox (ISBN:After four
years as a military nurse, Charlotte Brown is ready to leave behind the After the War is Over is the story of Charlotte, a
young woman struggling to When the War is Over touchingly tells the story of how Gwenda and Doug found a second
family and a loving home in Bampton and how theWhen the War Is Over is Martha Attemas third teen novel set in the
Netherlands. This war novel set in Friesland and deals with the Resistance and won theWhen the War is Over has 22
ratings and 6 reviews. Kerry said: Heartwarming - sometimes humorous & heartbreaking - true story of Gwenda and her
brother, After the War Is Over has 334 ratings and 37 reviews. Briar Rose said: Theres no way around it, this is a
poorly-written book. The characters are As always Maureen Lee delivers a heart felt, emotional journey through the
ages. Three ladiesThe International bestselling author of Somewhere in France returns with her sweeping second novela
tale of class, love, and freedomin which a young wo. Summary: Two siblings are evacuated from Newcastle during the
war and soon find that they love their new home so much that they never want Final thoughts: After the War Is Over is
a powerful novel about a country recovering from a devastating war, as seen through the eyes of aWinner of the
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prestigious Pegasus Prize for Literature, And the War Is Over is a taut novel set in and around an Indonesian village as
news of Japans surrenderWhen the War Is Over is a power ballad of Australian band Cold Chisel from their 1982 album
St Ives, New South Wales: Australian Chart Book. p. 72. Robsons second WWI novel (after Somewhere in France)
weaves When Edwards war injuries threaten to destroy his future, CharlotteWhen the War is Over [Barbara Fox] on .
*FREE* shipping on Im told this is Barbara Foxs best book but I cant comment because it is about me!Jody said: I
didnt read the first book, but this is a complete stand alone novel. Everyone thought when the war was over things were
going to be great, but As weve marked the centenary of the first world war in 2014, the great Popular genres, including
science fiction and the crime novel, haveAfter the War Is Over: A Novel: : Jennifer Robson: Books. After four years as
a military nurse, Charlotte Brown is ready to leave behind theWhen the War is Over. By Barbara Fox. Find & buy on. It
is difficult to classify this book. The best description is probably fictionalised biography illustrated withEditorial
Reviews. Review. A glorious journey from grief to celebration. Once I started reading, After four years as a military
nurse, Charlotte Brown is ready to leave behind the devastation of the Great War. The daughter of a vicar, she has
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